PHENOMENA DUE TO SCATTERING
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But D = ju2  (from the equations, v = ^ /~i - r—^ = - ; density of
'         \ density        p,            J
ether = 1, ^ for ether = 1), p = refractive index. Also, in the case of scattering by air molecules, or by any small particles in a medium whose refractive idex is 1,
in which D" = average optical density of the turbulent space. is the refractive index of the medium, air, say,
If
nT
•N                           /
since //, differs but little from unity. Hence, substituting,
327T3   .             .                     .
€ = 5-r-£ (M — I)2, approximately.
- 1) = 2(ji - 1), nearly,
Clearly, then, opacity and glare, the spoilers of good seeing, rapidly decrease with increase of wave length, a fact that justifies the use, on aeroplanes, for instance,-of "haze cutters77 (filters that transmit only the longer waves) for both visual and photographic work. A fog haze, however, cannot be much cut. This is because the extinction and glare it produces, being due, owing to the relatively large size of the fog droplets, chiefly to diffraction and reflection, are nearly equally effective for all colors.
Sky Brightness.—The scattering of light, by the molecules of the atmosphere and the suspended fine dust particles, decreases the intensity of both the direct insolation and the scattered radiation, but, at the same time, gives to all portions of the sky, except that occupied by the sun, a luminosity that otherwise would not exist, and this in turn increases the brightness of objects on the earth. A first approximation to the amount of skylight incident onto a horizontal unit surface is obtained by summing up all the visible radiation due to primary scattering, assuming that this light is not itself scattered, reaching that surface from a hemisphere above it of radius R (20 kilometers, perhaps) filled with dustless air of constant density.
Let O (Fig. 219) be the unit area in question in the x?/-plane; z, the zenith distance of the sun S; M the air molecule (elevation h, azimuth
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FIG. 219.—Light scattering.

